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Abstract

Investgatng how tools were produced and used in the past by humans is one of the key research areas in the

study of the evoluton of human behaviour.

Functonal analysis examines characteristc paterns of traces lef on the tool surfaces and edges. In order to

interpret these diferent types of use-wear traces, experiments are aimed at replicatng the manipulaton of

diferent materials in laboratory conditons. Although state-of-the-art methods in artefact functonal studies

show interestng results, a lot of critcism has been raised in terms of standardisaton and replicability. This  not

only applies to the traditonal analysis method which focused on the identicaton and interpretaton of the

diferent types of use-wear traces, but also to experimental set ups, which are essental for interpretng the

archaeological record.

Here we present the Laboratory for Traceology and Controlled Experiments (TraCEr) in MONREPOS. The main

scope of  TraCEr is  to develop an innovatve and controlled experimental  protocol,  in  order to  assess  the

formaton  criteria  of  use-wear  traces.  In  order  to  improve actual  use-wear  methods and  techniques,  our

research will follow two avenues: 

1) Controlled experiments and material propertes of the tested materials: by isolatng diferent factors for

a  beter  understanding of  which  and how diferent  variables  afect  use-wear  formaton,  controlled

experiments will be designed to improve the identicaton, measurement, and analysis of all variables

involved. One ofen neglected factor is the range of raw materials propertes (e.g. hardness, roughness).

The lab will assess these propertes and their infuence on the results 

2)  High-resoluton imaging methods will  be used to  quantfy and interpret  use-wear  traces  from both

experimental  and  archaeological  contexts.  3D  digital  data  will  be  quantied  to  minimize  potental

sources of error/bias, and to generate data that can be tested via statstcal veriicaton.

Following this approach, we believe that the deiniton of standards in data acquisiton and open access to

results, will deinitvely establish traceology as an archaeological sub-discipline.
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